Dawn's Hide & Bead Away back in the public eye

BY SARA GEAKE

Dawn's Hide & Bead Away is having its move. The store specializing in various colors, fiber, and shapes of beads held a ribbon-cutting Wednesday at its new location, 220 E. 6th St. Owners Paul and Dawn Harbor are relocating their downtown store, four years after they left their location on the Main Mall.

"We really believe in downtown," said Paul Harbor, the president of Dawn's. He and Dawn Harbor, the store's founder and CEO, are a team when it comes to the store's operations, marketing, and development. "We've changed a lot in the past four years, but we've always been about service," she said. "It's all about the customer experience."

Paul Harbor added that Dawn's customers have been loyal and that they have been planning the move for several months.

"We've been working on this for two years," Paul Harbor said. "We've been looking for a new location for a while, and we're excited to be able to move to a bigger, more accessible location."

ON CONROY

He had a real love for wood. [Conroy's death] will leave a big hole in my heart for a long time.
- UI President David Skorton

TRIBUTE

The funeral will be held today, but a tribute is being held at the Writers' Workshop.

Friends, family remember victim of crash

BY NICK PETERSEN

Friends and family of Justin Kent received a leader, a partner, and a friend on March 24 when they heard the news that 18-year-old Justin Kent died in a single-vehicle crash in Linn County.

Kent had been driving north on Northeast Fourth Avenue when he lost control of his vehicle, and his car rolled over, ending up in a ditch. Kent was pronounced dead at the scene.

"He was such a bright light in our lives," said his sister, Ashley Kent. "He was always there to help us, and he was always there to support us."

Kent was a senior at Midland High School and had been looking forward to attending college in the fall.

"He was so excited to start college and to be able to meet new people," said his mother, Jennifer Kent. "He was a great student, and he had a bright future ahead of him."

Kent's death has left a huge hole in the hearts of those who knew and loved him.

"He was a wonderful young man," said his father, Dan Kent. "We are heartbroken by his loss, but we are comforted by the memories we have of him."

Kent's family has set up a memorial fund to help support his education.

"We want to make sure that Justin's legacy lives on," said Jennifer Kent. "He was always so dedicated to helping others, and we want to be able to continue his work."

Kent's family, friends, and community will hold a memorial service on April 2, which will be open to the public.

"We want to come together to remember Justin and to celebrate his life," said Ashley Kent. "He was a true friend to us, and we will always remember him."

The family is asking for donations to be made to the Justin Kent Memorial Fund, which can be found on the family's website.

"We want to make sure that Justin's memory lives on," said Ashley Kent. "We want to be able to give back to the community and to help those in need."
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Spanning a world of difference with San Berdoos

BY DREW KEVIN

Tracy Quaye walked the streets until nearly 4 a.m. her first night in Iowa City.

"I'mbledherness," her first night in Iowa City.

"I know that unless you're accustomed to things and you've been to New York, you don't know what they're used to," she said.

That night, Quaye was a part of a culture-exchange program called "Journey to Iowa," an international program run by the Iowa City School Board.

The program allows high school students from around the world to come to Iowa City and live with local families for a few weeks.

Quaye, a 16-year-old from Ghana, chose to come to Iowa City for this program because she wanted to experience American culture and learn about the country.

"I was interested in coming to Iowa City because I heard about the opportunities," she said.

Quaye said she has learned a lot about American culture and society during her stay.

"I've learned about the language, the culture, and the people," she said.

Quaye said she has also learned about the importance of education and the role of women in society.

"I've learned about the role of women in society and how education is important," she said.

Quaye said she hopes to return to Iowa City someday to continue her studies and learn more about the country.

"I want to come back and continue my studies," she said.

Quaye said she will miss her family and friends back home, but she is looking forward to returning home to Ghana after her stay in Iowa City.

"I'm going to miss my family and friends, but I'm also excited to go back home and share my experiences," she said.

Quaye said she would recommend this program to others who are interested in learning about different cultures and societies.

"I would recommend this program to others who are interested in learning about different cultures and societies," she said.
Panel tours potential casino sites

BY DAVID PITT

DES MOINES — The five mem-
bers of the Iowa Racing and Gaming Com-
mission took their show on the road
and began a five-day tour of proposed cas-
ino sites.

They were greeted at their first stop by
a hard-hatted, high-visibility crowd of 100
people bulldozed under a tent in a chilly rain.

Mayor Charles Cutler of Mineral City
spoke on the proposal that a $40 million casino
on the Mineral City site. He described the area
from a difficult economic times.

"Give us support," he urged his fellow commis-
sioners. "Let's make this a community
ready gotten started," the mayor pleaded.

The tour turned north on Interstate 35, stop-
ing just south of the Minnesota state line at
the Top of Iowa Welcome Center, where denom-
rators besides the two competing casino
proposals.

The first proposal would put a casino,
hotel, and RV park in the same vicinity.
Supporters said their site would be best
because it would be the lake outlet.

The second would put a casino next to a
hotel, and RV park on the shores of Five
Island Lake, which around 50 people crowded
on the run path of a house over-
looking the lake.

The second would put a casino next to a
hotel, and RV park on the shores of Five
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on the run path of a house over-
looking the lake.

"This was stocked with 262 people and
a supplier gathered in the showrooms.
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WASHINGTON — Fuel-stor­age pools at nuclear-power plants in 31 states may be vulnerable to terrorist attacks that could unleash raging fires and deadly radiation, scientists advise the government on Wednesday.

The group of nuclear experts released a report that said that terrorists might be motivated to target nuclear-power plants, including a series of more exposed, represent­ers themselves.

The group of nuclear experts, including a series of more exposed, represents those themselves.

To some extent, nuclear power­plant operators promptly should understand­ing the findings should remain relevant, the group said.

But the NRC's chairman told lawmakers Wednesday that the NRC had not recommended its reconfig­uration or remodeling of nuclear-power plants' vulnerabilities were not "the kind of serious threat that we've been considering," Alvare came in.

Kevin Crowley, the sci­entific panel said, "some attack scenario­ would give the report's conclusions.

The scientific panel said remodeled concrete storage pools and fuel rod cells hold a smaller amount of fuel.

More such highly radioactive fuel is stored in pools than in the core, according to the classified document.
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The University of Iowa community congratulates

MARILYNNE ROBINSON

Winner of the 2005 Pulitzer Prize in Fiction for her book, Gilead

“We are always enormously proud of the accomplishments of the most highly regarded Writers' Workshop in the world, yet singular honors like this are a cause for great celebration. Marilynne's literary achievements glow only more brightly as time goes on, and we are proud to count her among our most distinguished faculty. I offer my heartiest congratulations to her.”

—DAVID SKORTON, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA PRESIDENT

Currently two other UI professors, both in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, are Pulitzer winners: James Alan McPherson of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop and Steve Berry of the School of Journalism and Mass Communication. Some 40 Pulitzer Prizes have been awarded to UI faculty members and alumni, including 26 prizes to writers associated with the Iowa Writers’ Workshop.
Panel warned on mortgage giants

Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan asks Congress to restrict the holdings of mortgage companies Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.

By Nancy Gordan

WASHINGTON — Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan urged Congress on Wednesday to restrict the multifaceted holdings of the mortgage companies Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, warning that their huge size could imperil U.S. financial stability.

He adamantly lent support to an effort in Congress to tighten controls on the two government-sponsored companies following their accounting scandals. Even as chairman, the companies are reeling in a Wednesday.

The Fed chairman said the Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee, which might not be strong enough to just create a strong regulator for the companies, which hold or guarantee more than $1 trillion of mortgage debt.

Legislation recently proposed would set up a regulatory agency with the power to compel the companies to sell off any assets not in line with their mission of making homeownership more widely available.

The measure would not have Congress setting limits on the size of the companies’ portfolios, which together have grown to $1 trillion. They also have issued $1 trillion in “world-class regulation, by itself, may not be sufficient,” Greenspan said. Without restrictions on the size of their balance sheets, we put at risk our country’s financial stability and sound financial markets in the United States, a key ingredient of support for homeownership.”

Portfolio restrictions would not affect mortgage rates for homeowners because many banks and other lenders compete with Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, Greenspan said, citing a Fed study.

While the companies’ stock prices have followed a similar pattern with Fannie Mae, Greenspan noted that “mortgage market healthiness is rising.”

One committee member, Sen. Charles Schumer, disputed that notion. “It almost defines belief that mortgage rates won’t go up,” he said. “This is the wrong issue, we don’t use this at all.”

Congress has the capacity to inject money into the home loan market, keeping mortgage rates lower. The companies buy mortgages from banks and bundle the loans into securities for sale to investors worldwide.

The standards at the companies are behind the removed regulatory effort on Capitol Hill.

“Given the frequency of major accounting and management problems at both Fannie and Freddie, Congress must act to ensure that the companies are adequately regulated and do not pose any systemic risk to our economy,” said Sen. Chuck Hagel, R-Neb., a committee member.

In the House, Rep. Richard Baker, R-La., chairman of a subcommittee that oversees Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, is offering a measure similar to Hagel’s to tighten oversight of the companies.

Federal regulator last year assured Fannie Mae of their demonstrated tolerance manipulation to meet Wall Street targets. The Securities and Exchange Commission ordered the company to restore earnings back to 2001, a resolution that could mean an estimated $11 billion.

In 2001, three top executive at Freddie Mac were fired and the company has found it has misstated earnings by $5 billion for 2000-2003.

On Wednesday, the director of the Office of Securities and Exchange Commissioner Gary Gensler said Baker’s subcommittee that decided Freddie Mac had found it had in 2005.

“The White House did propose some of the study’s findings but not the finding that the companies could no longer make significant earnings,” Gensler said.

If they reformatted a study that they knew how their accounts appeared to Social Security, Bernard Sanders, I-Vt., and Rick Boucher, D-Va., requested the study, which they didn’t like and has been endorsed it.

“If those individuals, their entire Social Security retirement benefits could be replaced with their individual accounts we’ll do that,” Sanders and Boucher, D-Va., said.

Other working groups, as well as people who have to save for retirement, would be 45, $45, their Social Security benefits check in addition to their account balances, their benefits check in addition to their account balances.

Study: Accounts Social Security checks could replace 

By Glen Johnson

WASHINGTON — Some one born next year who goes on to earn what the government considers a high-wage income could lose his Social Security check replaced by the personal investment account program Bush President has proposed, a congressional aide said Wednesday.

Democrats said on Wednesday that the study which found the non-partisan Congressional Budget Office’s estimate because it illustrated the cost — showed that it was a paid to Social Security.
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White supremacist sentenced to 40 years

BY KEN GUGGENHEIM
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court on Wednesday reduced the sentence of a man convicted of using his motorcycle to disrupt a person's sleep and other activities.

The court said that the sentence of a man convicted of using his motorcycle to disrupt a person's sleep and other activities was unconstitutional. The court vacated the sentence and remanded the case for further proceedings.

The case involves a man who was convicted of using his motorcycle to disrupt a person's sleep and other activities. The court ruled that the sentence was unconstitutional and ordered the case remanded for further proceedings.

The court's decision was based on a constitutional challenge to a law that criminalizes using a motorcycle to disrupt a person's sleep or other activities.

The court ruled that the law was unconstitutional because it was too vague and gave law enforcement too much discretion in enforcing it. The court also ruled that the law was not narrowly tailored to serve a government interest and that it was overbroad.

The court's decision was a significant victory for the defendant, who argued that the law was unconstitutional. The court's decision is likely to be cited in future cases involving similar challenges to laws that criminalize conduct that disrupts a person's sleep or other activities.

The court's decision in this case is likely to be cited in future cases involving similar challenges to laws that criminalize conduct that disrupts a person's sleep or other activities. The court's decision is likely to be seen as a significant victory for the defendant, who argued that the law was unconstitutional. The court's decision is likely to be cited in future cases involving similar challenges to laws that criminalize conduct that disrupts a person's sleep or other activities.
Iraqis choose Kurd leader as president

BY ANTONIO CASTANEDA

BAGHDAD - The Iraqi Parliament picked Kurdish leader Jalal Talabani, who spent decades in exile and political imprisonment under Saddam Hussein's regime, as Iraq's first president, setting the stage for a Kurdish-dominated government.

Talabani, 70, a political refugee who returned to Iraq in 1992 after living in Europe and the U.S. for 21 years, was chosen by the parliament over the candidates favored by the majority Sunnis and Shiites.

The vote was a major obstacle for U.S. and Arab leaders who want a government that reflects the diversity of Iraq's population.

The appointment of the 70-year-old Communist party leader, who was once described by Saddam as a "scoundrel," makes it less likely that Iraq's interim government will be able to win the support of the country's Arab majority.

"The fact that Jalal Talabani was chosen over the other candidates shows that the Kurdish coalition has the right to govern Iraq," said Grand Ayatollah Ali Sistani, the top Shi'ite cleric.

"The choice of Jalal Talabani as Iraqi president is a historic moment for the Kurds," said Barham Salih, the leader of the Kurdish Democratic Party.

"This is a historic decision that will bring stability to Iraq," said Salih, who is also a candidate for vice president.
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Police turn back mourners for John Paul II

BY VICTOR L. SIMPSON
ASSOCIATED PRESS

VATICAN CITY — After delays, highway funerals and police stepped in Wednesday to turn back mourners hoping to get a last look at the body of Pope John Paul II, a day that brought almost 1 million people to the tunnel.

Join the millions who came from northern Italy to prepare for John Paul's funeral on Friday. But the line was briefly stopped on the side.

The line would wait 24 hours before entering the tunnel.

"We're just holding the order to be turned at the entrance to the Basilica of St. Peter," said a police officer. The line would be turned around at the entrance to the tunnel.

"People are prepared to wait as long as necessary," the officer said. The line would be turned around at the entrance to the tunnel.
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LETTERS

Pope brought world together

I truly applaud Nicholas Damm, April 11. I believe that the Holy Father is doing an incredible job in bringing unity to the world. Pope John Paul II's April 2 letter was an excellent letter to open a dialogue among all the different cultures and religions.

The world's most important leader is the Pope, and he is doing a great job in bringing peace to the world. I am proud to be a Catholic and I am happy that the Pope is bringing unity to the world.

The pope's great legacy

Perhaps the greatest legacy of Pope John Paul II is his ability to bring people together. He has been a unifying force for many people and has been a role model for others around the world.

His ability to bring people together has been remarkable. He has been a unifying force for many people and has been a role model for others around the world.

The pope's legacy continues

Pope John Paul II's legacy will continue to be felt for many years to come. His message of peace and unity will continue to inspire people around the world.

The world is a much better place because of Pope John Paul II's message of peace and unity. He will be remembered as a great leader who brought people together and inspired them to work towards a better future.

Can you hear me now?

Two years ago, when I joined the staff at The Daily Iowan, I couldn't have imagined the many opportunities I would have had to use my writing skills. I was excited to contribute to one of the largest and most prestigious student newspapers in the nation.

It's been an incredible experience so far. I've had the chance to work with some of the best writers and editors in the business, and I've had the opportunity to write about a wide range of topics.

I've learned so much from my fellow reporters and editors, and I look forward to continuing to grow and develop as a writer. Thank you for giving me the chance to be a part of this amazing community of journalists.

SND-EM IN

If you had an apple for a teacher this year, mark it down in the annals of history. — Bob Howard, Champaign, Ill.

Before Frank

To me, graduation is an abstract concept that I'll remember for the rest of my life, but I'll never meet the person who gives me the graduation speech. I don't know what they're going to say, but I'm sure they'll be inspiring.

I'll be sitting in the audience, listening to the speaker, and thinking about my future. It's a moment I'll never forget.

The computer

CONGOIS CONTINUE FROM PAGE 1

The Congolese president alleged that his government had been threatened by a group of French politicians in the international community.

McNamara

MONACO — The principality's annual Diamond Ball and gala dinner were held Thursday of this week. The event, which lasts for three days, is one of the most prestigious social events on the European social calendar.

The Monaco event was attended by a number of international celebrities and political figures, including the Duke and Duchess of Windsor and Princess Grace Kelly of Monaco.

The Monaco event is a must-attend for those who wish to be part of the international social scene.

The Monaco event is a must-attend for those who wish to be part of the international social scene.
Monaco mourns death of ‘builder prince’

The throne now goes to Prince Albert, 47, who worked to overcome the shady place for the French tourist industry.

Thisbe Ni Mittey said. "Each week, I arrived at my workplace with black cloth. I would never have a much-needed office and space to teach beading classes while the store is open. The point of the business is to enable people to make beautiful things," he said.
**THIS SOUND IS**

TECHNOTRONIC PSYCHO-DUB ELECTRO-POP HIP-HOP IN MY EAR STUTTER FUNK ROCK-N-ROLL SYNTH-PUNK

**THIS SOUND IS REAL**

Download real tracks as your ringtone with VZW Tones.

Verizon Wireless hooks you up with thousands of actual master recordings from artists like Ciara, Green Day, and the Black Eyed Peas. Choose from all kinds of artists and all kinds of music to find the real beat that moves you.

Call 1.800.2 JOIN IN or check out VZWhub.com to keep up with what's in.

WHITE SOX

Paul Konerko and Jermaine Dye hit the allowed walk to loaded the bases, and Juan sacrifice mph. He was trying for his 99th career win, his first in the put special clauses in his six, and walked three. He threw the condition of his Records fall in Iowa to 42, passing the last Nichols hit two more home runs list had four RBIs.

We just have to feel more games next week at Oklahoma, and sixth-rankedled the bases loaded with the bases loaded. As Red Sox pinch - hitter Damaso Marte (0-1), who
took a strike, then Everett took a strike, then

The seventh-ranked Iowa Hawkeyes go after season goal at NCAA qualifier

BY JUSTIN SKELKIN

The seven-ranked Iowas gymnastics team has won its last two meets to achieve a goal the members set at the beginning of the season. Today in West Point, N.Y., The Hawks will try to advance to next seasons championships through todays pre-season qualifier. Iowas is one of six teams in two other - both teams include No. 3 Oregon, No. 4 Oklahoma, and sixth-ranked Cal. The top three teams will advance to the team finals on Friday night, where the individual finals will also take place. Iowas will be in IMAGES for the third visit. The Hawks and Golden Bears have been close to each other in the rankings all year and are close in point averages. In the final rankings of the season, Cali- fornia has a better team average than Iowa, but is third. During this season, both teams will advance to the team finals and finish the season with the individual finals this Friday night. But Iowas coach Tom Dean knows the third spot is up for grabs.

Everyone knows it will take everything weve got to maintain that goal, but I think the team is ready to put it all together, said. The Hawks were lucky to draw a strong team in the prelims to prepare for this. The Hawks were lucky to draw a strong team in the prelims to prepare for this.

Hawkeyes go after season goal at NCAA qualifier

BY RONALD BLUM

NEW YORK - Baseballs highest-ceiling bonus deal for a player salary to a record $2.6 million as operating revenues rise and the New York Yankees payroll of just under $200 million topped five teams combined.

Following a rare drop from 2003 to 2004, the average club poured $54 million into the coffers of players. Since then, theyve been back on track.

The more meaningful figure, according to the Player's Association, was at which an equal number of players were earning $1 million or more. That number grew from 1000 in 2003, still below the all-time high of 1108 in 2002, to 1120 in 2004, and will rise to 1263 in 2005.

The top five in salary: Alex Rodriguez leads at $22.5 million, Barry Bonds at $21 million, and Mike Piazza was at $19 million.

San Francisco, Texas, New York, Chicago and Boston, players who made the seasons median list but not salary list. New York Yankee Derek Jeter falls from $13 million to 13.1 million, while San Francisco Barry Bonds, who started the season on the disabled list but lasted five more games.

Salary at record $2.6 million

Hawkeyes go after season goal at NCAA qualifier

50.000 - handwritten note "Freddy Garcia, acquired by the Yankees top in 1990, took a strike. Fly to right as Rowand can win the world championship."

To advance to the NCAA meet, the Hawks were lucky not to appear in the tournament. "Everyone knows we were lucky not to appear in the tournament," Coach Francona said. "We were lucky not to appear in the tournament."

Francona, the head coach of the Red Sox, said. Francona, the head coach of the Red Sox, said.

Sox pitcher Hindley, 2-0, who
took a strikeout, then
took a strike, then

Everyone knows it will take everything weve got to maintain that goal, but I think the team is ready to put it all together, said. The Hawks were lucky to draw a strong team in the prelims to prepare for this. The Hawks were lucky to draw a strong team in the prelims to prepare for this.

Hawkeyes go after season goal at NCAA qualifier
PGA Masters

Woods main attraction
but no longer the main event

BY DOUG FERGUSON

AUGUSTA, Ga. — Tiger Woods has been the main attraction at the Masters. Ten years ago, he was walking along the 16th fairway, seemingly wedged in a forest of trees. It seemed as though he was a man possessed, a player descended upon by Augusta National.

They blurred ever and held their camera lenses like halos above the fairway, blinding him as they shot his image into the paper,微信 history, and sermons. The gallery made him feel as if he were a god, and he played accordingly.

But he no longer is the main event.

Phil Mickelson is the defending champion, and Woods is out. The Masters begins today, and the headlines will be heaped on Woods, Nick Faldo and Jack Nicklaus. They are the only backs-to-back winners of a green jacket.

His victory Monday in the BellSouth Classic was his third of the year, and his confidence seems even higher than before. He now has the driver and his putting in order, and his swing is fluid. He is hitting more greens in regulation than ever before. He is making more birdies than ever before.

Phil, however, is not ready to fire another 19-shot round in 2005. He now realizes that he is not the dominant player he was in 2000, and he has been forced to adjust his game to fit what he has to work with.

Tiger Woods (left) and Charlie Howell III pull on the 16th green during practice at the Augusta National Golf Club in Augusta, Ga., on Wednesday. First-round play at the Masters begins today.
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**NO. 7 IOWA MEN'S GYMNASTICS**

Today at NCAA qualifier, West Point, N.Y.

Dunn looks for all to step up

---

**MLB**

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

David Ortiz drove in the go-ahead run with a double to the right side, and Eddie Herrera made it 3-1 with a two-out single. Then he would get the final out to send the Red Sox to a 3-1 win over the New York Yankees.

The victory was the Red Sox's third in the first four games of the season.

The winning pitcher was Curt Schilling, who allowed one run on five hits in 7 2/3 innings. Ortiz drove in the winning run with a double to right field that scored Vern )

---

**MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL**

**Boston wins in ninth**

Boston salaries amount to $121.3M

**SALARY**

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

The current labor contract expires after the 2006 season. The players in baseball feel they're better off than their employers. This is the first of four contracts the players and owners will negotiate. Other elements to the contract include: (1) Revenue sharing; (2) Salary arbitration; (3) Free agency; (4) Player representation; (5) Drug testing.

For the All-Star closer has blown 10 saves, but he's still the best. He's been on a roll since returning to the Yankees.

---

**SPORTS**

**VITO'S**

118 E. College

**Thursday**

$2

- Domestic Bottles
- U-Call It
- Tequila Poppers

**2**

- Mixed Drinks
- Cosmopolitan
- Key Lime Pie
- Kir Royal

**4**

- Bottled Beer
- Drawers

Take a tour of our...

**WORLD DRINKS!**

Check Out Our New Martini Menu!

Available for Parties • Call 351-5536 • 127 East College

---

**TICKETS AVAILABLE AT UNIONBAR.UILIFE.COM OR 515-559-6373**

19 TO PARTY-21 TO DRINK • 121 EAST COLLEGE • OPEN NIGHTLY TUES-SAT
HELP WANTED

SECURITY OFFICER

A well known, rapidly growing, national retail company is looking for a full time security officer. The position will be located at the University of Iowa Mall. The hours are from 4:30 PM - 12:30 AM daily.

Requirements:
- High school diploma or general equivalency degree
- No prior security experience required, but a willingness to learn
- Knowledge of security systems
- Be an enthusiastic, self-motivated team player
- Ability to work well with the public
- Excellent customer service skills
- Ability to work independently

Salary: $10.00 per hour

If interested, please contact Mrs. Linda Miller, Personnel Department at 319-335-0418 or email at lmiller@uiowa.edu.

Message Board

$450 DOWN, SCHEDULING BONUS


Classified Ads

CITY OF IOWA CITY
4 TEMPORARY OPENINGS

Water Lab Assistant
Mid-October through May.

Desired minimal qualifications:
- Bachelor degree in Water Technology, Environmental Science, or related area
- Previous experience in a lab setting, preferably with water systems

Water Utilities Technician Assistant
Mid-October through May.

Desired qualifications:
- High school diploma
- Construction or related field experience
- Valid driver's license

Assistant Electrician
Mid-October through May.

Desired qualifications:
- High school diploma
- Guidebook training
- Valid driver's license

Assistant HVAC Technician
Mid-October through May.

Desired qualifications:
- High school diploma
- Construction or related field experience
- Valid driver's license

For more information or to apply, visit www.cityiowacityia.gov/jobs

Classified Ads

HELP WANTED

INCREASED STARTING RATE

Resident Community Director

$11.00/HR

We are currently interviewing for a full time Resident Community Director for our new apartment complex located north of downtown Iowa City.

Requirements:
- Bachelor's degree in Business, Hospitality or related field
- 3-5 years of experience working in a leadership role in the hospitality or apartment industry
- Strong communication and organizational skills
- Ability to work independently and as part of a team
- Strong customer service skills

Salary: $11.00/HR + benefits

If interested, please contact Jeff Wing at 319-333-0828 or email at jeff-wing@uiowa.edu.

Classified Ads

HELP WANTED

INCREASED STARTING RATE

Resident Community Manager

$11.00/HR

We are currently interviewing for a full time Resident Community Manager for our new apartment complex located north of downtown Iowa City.

Requirements:
- Bachelor's degree in Business, Hospitality or related field
- 3-5 years of experience working in a leadership role in the hospitality or apartment industry
- Strong communication and organizational skills
- Ability to work independently and as part of a team
- Strong customer service skills

Salary: $11.00/HR + benefits

If interested, please contact Jeff Wing at 319-333-0828 or email at jeff-wing@uiowa.edu.

Classified Ads

HELP WANTED

INCREASED STARTING RATE

Property Manager

$11.00/HR

We are currently interviewing for a full time Property Manager for our new apartment complex located north of downtown Iowa City.

Requirements:
- Bachelor's degree in Business, Hospitality or related field
- 3-5 years of experience working in a leadership role in the hospitality or apartment industry
- Strong communication and organizational skills
- Ability to work independently and as part of a team
- Strong customer service skills

Salary: $11.00/HR + benefits

If interested, please contact Jeff Wing at 319-333-0828 or email at jeff-wing@uiowa.edu.
Available Fall 2005
Near UI, 1-12 bedrooms, 1-2, 3, 4, 5 apartments, house, and condos. Two bathrooms, parking, laundry facilities. No application fee.
354-8331
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Two Bedroom

Three/Four Bedroom

Hodge Construction
FALL LEASING

S-Gate.com

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments
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1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments
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Frank took a great program and made it an extraordinary one.

— The noted writer James Allen McPherson, acting as director of the Writers' Workshop, speaking about Frank Conroy, the former director who passed away Monday.
A GLASS ACT

THE GLASS MENAGERIE by Tennessee Williams will be performed on the same stage the playwright once performed on.

BY AUDRA BEALS

In the dream

"OK, gentlemen, call me."

The lights fade out, then come back, brighter than before. The glass menagerie sparkles. "Well, let us start. But first let me address one more thing. Get in your places, please.

The scene reunion of "Aunt Madhurani" are repeated over and over while the actress try to get their timing just right.

"OK, girls, we're going to do a different cue to go this time." Music starts to end, lights fade, then come back.

The tech rehearsal on April 2, the cast and crew of Tennessee Williams' The Glass Menagerie were putting the finishing touches on this latest UI Mainstage Production, opening hours on the E.C. Mabie Theatre stage.

See MEANING, Page 32
AN IMPRESSIONISTIC, REALISTIC GLASS MENAGERIE

MENAGERIE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1C

Topping Calzone story of a mother wanting to find a husband for her son is the semi-autobiographical Macvey, the chairman of the

Broadway. The production at the UI, however, is different. The show is running once more on a Hot Glass night, dramaturge Bryan Moore said.

"But there is no evidence to prove that," Williams is perhaps most recognized for his Pulitzer Prize-winning play, A Streetcar Named Desire (1947) and Death of a Salesman (1949), both of which he wrote while he was here at the UI. It was the mainstay of American drama, and it is perhaps most recognized for its realism. Williams became a member of the Dramatists Guild in 1944 and is perhaps most recognized for his realism.

He believed in something, somewhere in your mind it's always there, so you don't want to go too far and make</p>
Guster has a rich history in Iowa City, dating back to the mid-90s, when they played for just a handful of Guster—then known as ‘The Band That Let the Band Members to Get a Day off After Every Iowa City Stop because of the extreme amount of alcohol they consumed. Yet Guster is excited to return to Iowa City for a 4th annual performance on April 17: to head their 10,000 Hours Show. “We used to take shots on stage, and that’s never happened anywhere but Iowa City. So by the end of the night, we were just having up-world songs, and we loved it,” said percussionist Brian Rosenworcel. “But I think that this time at a volunteer show, we’ll probably play a little more.”

The second 10,000 Hours Show will be held in the IMU Main Lounge, with the only way in a ticket being to perform 10 hours of community service at participating community organizations throughout Iowa. Rosenworcel said that band members’ expectations will be much different from those who play for Guns n’ Roses. In 1996, he had one day to prepare the show and said the band members were allowed to do anything, while this time, the band members were given more freedom to do whatever they wanted.

“Think of a crowd of people, whoever people will get there, and we just let them do anything,” Rosenworcel said. “You really don’t know what to expect because it’s really unexpected. It turned out to be a lot of fun, but we’ll be playing for Guns n’ Roses.”

Rosenworcel said that he and his band mates were “very excited” to do this show, and said the band members were allowed to do anything, while this time, the band members were given more freedom to do whatever they wanted.

The Guster are excited between their second annual show. According to Rosenworcel, the band will play music, but he feels that “we’re not really sure what we’ll do.”

The show is on Friday, April 17, at 7:00 PM at the IMU Ballroom. Admission is free and volunteers are needed to help with the show. For more information, contact Hancher at 319/335-1158.

The University of Iowa Lecture Committee presents

THE POLITICS OF HIP HOP
A remarkable discussion with

Richard Turner
Raquel Cepeda
Mark Anthony Neal

Tuesday, April 12
7:00 pm - Second Floor Ballroom
Iowa Memorial Union
SUPPORTED IN PART BY THE F. WENDELL MILLER FUND
see related events at www.dailyiowan.com

GUSTERS LAST STAND
PUTTING THE NOIR BACK IN SIN

SIN CITY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1C

Frank: And the unconvention-
nel narrative retains these
characters around like bule
in a pint-sized bubble. Of the
Sin City dwellers, I really
loved Mike, a down-and-out
with a sense of humor who
seeks bloody retribution for his
done murdering. Mickey-Rourke
infuses Mike with a tough-tough charac-
ter and a dash of pity. He's
enduring even when looking
for vengeance.

Scheibel: And let's not forget
Abbie (played as Dwight), a
good-looking chap who ain't
about to let a lady get pushed
around by a sleazy cop. I found
Owen just as compelling as
Rourke - here's a guy who
returns with such crotch carnage.

Scheibel: Will's stream-of-con-
sciousness castrations aside,
Sin City's atmosphere will engulf
you in all of its super-violent,
poetic to the profane. And once
you get used to the hard-boiled
classic noir, the hard-boiled
drama and the hard-boiled
dialogue, the entire book
makes the comics look
out from every panel, er, film
frame.

Scheibel: Well, ladies and
gentlemen, the operative word to
describe this novel is outrageous,
and once you get used to the
hard-boiled characters and hard-boiled
dialogue, the hard-boiled story
will engulf you in all of its
surprise, surprise. Yet, this
adaptation is so ambitious and
poetic to the profane. And once
you get used to the hard-boiled
classic noir, the hard-boiled
drama and the hard-boiled
dialogue, the entire book
makes the comics look
out from every panel, er, film
frame.

Frank: The filmmakers
infuse the genre with such
cliche
in a pint-sized bubble. Of the
Sin City dwellers, I really
loved Mike, a down-and-out
with a sense of humor who
seeks bloody retribution for his
done murdering. Mickey-Rourke
infuses Mike with a tough-tough charac-
ter and a dash of pity. He's
enduring even when looking
for vengeance.

Scheibel: And let's not forget
Abbie (played as Dwight), a
good-looking chap who ain't
about to let a lady get pushed
around by a sleazy cop. I found
Owen just as compelling as
Rourke - here's a guy who
returns with such crotch carnage.

Scheibel: Will's stream-of-con-
sciousness castrations aside,
Sin City's atmosphere will engulf
you in all of its super-violent,
poetic to the profane. And once
you get used to the hard-boiled
classic noir, the hard-boiled
drama and the hard-boiled
dialogue, the entire book
makes the comics look
out from every panel, er, film
frame.

Frank: The filmmakers
infuse the genre with such
cliche
in a pint-sized bubble. Of the
Sin City dwellers, I really
loved Mike, a down-and-out
with a sense of humor who
seeks bloody retribution for his
done murdering. Mickey-Rourke
infuses Mike with a tough-tough charac-
ter and a dash of pity. He's
enduring even when looking
for vengeance.

Scheibel: And let's not forget
Abbie (played as Dwight), a
good-looking chap who ain't
about to let a lady get pushed
around by a sleazy cop. I found
Owen just as compelling as
Rourke - here's a guy who
returns with such crotch carnage.

Scheibel: Will's stream-of-con-
sciousness castrations aside,
Sin City's atmosphere will engulf
you in all of its super-violent,
poetic to the profane. And once
you get used to the hard-boiled
classic noir, the hard-boiled
drama and the hard-boiled
dialogue, the entire book
makes the comics look
out from every panel, er, film
frame.

Frank: The filmmakers
infuse the genre with such
cliche
in a pint-sized bubble. Of the
Sin City dwellers, I really
loved Mike, a down-and-out
with a sense of humor who
seeks bloody retribution for his
done murdering. Mickey-Rourke
infuses Mike with a tough-tough charac-
ter and a dash of pity. He's
enduring even when looking
for vengeance.

Scheibel: And let's not forget
Abbie (played as Dwight), a
good-looking chap who ain't
about to let a lady get pushed
around by a sleazy cop. I found
Owen just as compelling as
Rourke - here's a guy who
returns with such crotch carnage.

Scheibel: Will's stream-of-con-
sciousness castrations aside,
Sin City's atmosphere will engulf
you in all of its super-violent,
poetic to the profane. And once
you get used to the hard-boiled
classic noir, the hard-boiled
drama and the hard-boiled
dialogue, the entire book
makes the comics look
out from every panel, er, film
frame.
today

• Student Services, Room 8, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Justice, Lunch, Quaker Hall, 12-1 p.m., free
• Student Center, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Saturday

• Jazz Ensemble, C. E. Mudge, Bldg. 7, 9:30 a.m., free
• Student Center, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Sunday

• Orchestra, Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m., $15-$28
• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Social Science, Lecture Hall, 10 a.m., no price TBA

Monday

• Business, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Chemistry, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Tuesday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Wednesday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Thursday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Friday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Saturday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Sunday

• Orchestra, Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m., $15-$28
• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Monday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Tuesday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Wednesday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Thursday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Friday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Saturday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Sunday

• Orchestra, Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m., $15-$28
• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Monday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Tuesday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Wednesday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Thursday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Friday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Saturday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Sunday

• Orchestra, Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m., $15-$28
• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Monday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Tuesday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Wednesday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Thursday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Friday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Saturday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Sunday

• Orchestra, Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m., $15-$28
• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Monday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Tuesday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Wednesday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA

Thursday

• English, Romance, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Math, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
• Physics, Bldg. 7, 9 a.m., no price TBA
MELODRAMA NOUVEAU

BY RUSSELLA LUCIEN

Dated 2005

Cows dropping from the sky, a Nigerian dressed in Victorian-era garments, and a children's playground sidetracked by a burning bush...the images at the latest Iowan exhibit, Acting Out: Vertical Melodrama in Contemporary Drama, are certainly not what one would expect to see at a museum exhibit. The exhibit will open today and run through June 5; it features 32 photographs of female artists, which he plans to present in a children's playground idea or a Nigerian man playing the main character of a Victorian novel. The collection shows the viewer to look at the remains of the women in the narratives.

The image of a cow attracting the attention of paramedics, police officers, and firefighters in Chicago (1989) is discussed by Gregory Crewdson, the photo is illuminated by Hollywood movie stills, she said. "What I want to do in this exhibition is point out some of the ways that we are educated by these images, and I focus on this kind of melodrama and many aspects of narrative that are present in these images."

Edwards took almost two years to organize the exhibit, which he plans to run through June 5; it features 32 photographs of female artists that he plans to present in a children's playground idea or a Nigerian man playing the main character of a Victorian novel. The collection shows the viewer to look at the remains of the women in the narratives.

"The flaming children's slide, by Adi Nes in 2000, shows the artist's use of cultural references from West- and Israel, Israeli and homogeneous classes in his work. The north gallery at the University of Iowa Museum of Art was enveloped in a photographic home-movie theater.

The Melodrama exhibit highlights melodrama as a form of drama, and run through June 5; it features 32 photographs of female artists, which he plans to present in a children's playground idea or a Nigerian man playing the main character of a Victorian novel. The collection shows the viewer to look at the remains of the women in the narratives.

"The image of a cow attracting the attention of paramedics, police officers, and firefighters in Chicago (1989) is discussed by Gregory Crewdson, the photo is illuminated by Hollywood movie stills, she said. "What I want to do in this exhibition is point out some of the ways that we are educated by these images, and I focus on this kind of melodrama and many aspects of narrative that are present in these images."

Edwards took almost two years to organize the exhibit, which he plans to run through June 5; it features 32 photographs of female artists that he plans to present in a children's playground idea or a Nigerian man playing the main character of a Victorian novel. The collection shows the viewer to look at the remains of the women in the narratives.

"The flaming children's slide, by Adi Nes in 2000, shows the artist's use of cultural references from West- and Israel, Israeli and homogeneous classes in his work. The north gallery at the University of Iowa Museum of Art was enveloped in a photographic home-movie theater.